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learn from many different ways. In my opinion, one of the most

important ways is to experience the difficult time. People can get

more lessons than being told the experience by others. So the

harshness can be our valuable lessons as we face the future challenge.

My conclusion is based on the follow analysis. Usually the tough

experience can deeply influence ones mind. People will naturally

conclude their shortage and insufficiency and try to overcome them.

When people is aged they can remember most of the tough time in

their life. Many famous millionnaires were very poor when they were

young. The memory of the childhood drive them work hard.

Because they have a strong feeling that they must to get rid of the

poorness. We can notice a phenomenon that the champion of a

competition often was the looser at last time. All the human beings

dream to prove their ability, they will never give up. Nobody wants

to be the looser all the time. Nobody wants to stick on the bad

situation. People naturally need to go though the puzzledom. There

is also a proverb in our culture to describe such a situation--Where

did you fall, where you should get up. The culture of this society

encourages people to keep trying to do things what they did not

succeed with. Otherwise they will out of the case. That is the other

reason that I agree the title statement. People have to learn from what

they have felt difficult with and get progress in the further trying.



Another solid argument for the title statement is the fact that the

difficulties come along with the peoples growing. No pains, no gains.

People are always learning from the difficulties they had. When one

begins to learn walk, it is difficult to control their balance. When

people starts to write use a pencil, it is really hard to write a straight

line. When people makes the first step of their career after being

educated, is that not easy to get along with the co-workers? I cannot

say enough about the difficulties in our life. But, finally, is that still a

problem for people to walk, to write? People can feel content and

happy with their colleagues after a period of time. In a way,

difficulties are the great treasures for human beings. In one word,

people can obtain much precious lessons from their difficulties.

People are growing with the experience they obtained from their

harshness time. Also the society is advancing as well as the people are
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